


I am not a smoker, but if I were I would be 
enjoying a large cigar right now and blowing 
smoke rings in the general direction of Oregon’s 
southern Cascades. Why? In celebration of 
Journey (OR-7) and Wanda’s (what we have named 
his uncollared mate) first litter of wolf pups — the first for the Oregon 
Cascades in nearly 70 years. Congratulations!

We thank the wolves for doing their part, but also thank all of our 
supporters for helping us with the lawsuit that halted killing of wolves
in Oregon and supporting us through the 17 months of wolf rule 
negotiations that ultimately made this happy event possible.  

I like the story about Journey and Wanda because this coming together 
and growth tale so reflects Cascadia Wildlands’ own narrative in that we 
are growing and dynamic.  We grew when staffer Francis Eatherington 
joined us a few years back to focus on the critical work to protect the 
greater Umpqua watershed from harm. We also grew last fall with the 
adoption of Big Wildlife and our emerging work to protect all carnivore 
populations from significant threats in Cascadia.   

The parallels are figurative and literal because growth also means the 
need for wolves to find new dens and for us to locate new office space 
reflective of our own “pack size.” (If anyone has leads on affordable 
downtown or near downtown Eugene space, please let us know.) 

The Journey/Wanda saga is success writ large and is testimony to what 
we can do with your support. We hope that you will take time to read the 
enclosed fall appeal letter and consider continued or increased support 
— particularly through the generous Mountain Rose Herbs matching gift 
program. It all helps in keeping Cascadia wild!
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Blowing Smoke Rings to 
Journey and Wanda
from Executive Director Bob Ferris

Together, we can keep it wild!

(above, left to right) OR-7’s mysterious mate Wanda , and OR-7. the wolf 
known as Journey. (USFWS)
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